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and insiders and confidants of every president since
Jimmy Carter, Kate Andersen Brower pulls back the
curtain and reveals the sometimes cold, sometimes close,
and always complicated relationship between our modern
presidents and their vice presidents. Brower took us
inside the lives of the White House staff and gave us an
intimate look at the modern First Ladies; now, in her
signature style, she introduces us to the second most
powerful men in the world, exploring the lives and roles
of thirteen modern vice presidents—eight Republicans and
five Democrats. And she shares surprising revelations
about the relationship between former Vice President Joe
Biden and former President Barack Obama and how Vice
President Mike Pence and President Donald Trump interact
behind closed doors. From rivals to coworkers, there is
a very tangible sense of admiration mixed with jealousy
and resentment in nearly all these relationships between
the number two and his boss, even the best ones, Brower
reveals. Vice presidents owe their position to the
president, a connection that affects not only how they
are perceived but also their possible future as a
presidential candidate—which is tied, for better or
worse, to the president they serve. George H. W. Bush
and Ronald Reagan had a famously prickly relationship
during the 1980 primary, yet Bush would not have been
elected president in 1988 without Reagan’s high approval
rating. Al Gore’s 2000 loss, meanwhile, could be
attributed to the Monica Lewinsky sex scandal and Bill
Clinton’s impeachment. Current Vice President Mike Pence
is walking a high-stakes political tightrope as he tries
to reassure anxious Republicans while staying on his
boss’s good side. This rich dynamic between the
president and the vice president has never been fully
explored or understood. Compelling and deeply reported,
grounded in history and politics, and full of previously
untold and incredibly personal stories, First In Line
pierces the veil of secrecy enveloping this historic
political office to offer us a candid portrait of what
it’s truly like to be a heartbeat away.
Saral Jyotish Part-1 Astrology Simplified V. P. Goel
2021-09-20 This book is written with the intent to help
Astrology students and practitioners to ‘digest’
Astrology knowledge and deeply understand it and apply
it in their daily practice. That is why, the author has
named this book, Saral Jyotish. The author has
simplified Vedic Astrology concepts into easy to
understand chunks. For instance, Badhak, Kendradhipati
Dosha and Pushkar Navamsha etc. Fourteen fundamental
principles of Astrology are defined, explored and
explained. These 14 principles are based on century old
classics. Their meaning has been understood in depth;
meaning has been analyzed and then presented through
simple to understand words and examples. The author’s
belief is that these 14 principles are fundamental to
making correct predictions. He hopes that this book will
sharpen the skills of beginner and professional
Astrologers.
Broken Wands 2014-03-25 a book of magical obituaries
Leadership Coaching Tony Stoltzfus 2005-06-28 Leadership
Coaching is an essential tool for anyone who wants to
learn to coach or improve their coaching skills. Written
by a top Christian coach trainer, it is filled with
real-life stories, practical tools and application
exercises that bring coaching techniques to life. Part I
is an in-depth look at how coaching fits with the
purposes of God. Starting with key biblical concepts
about how God builds leaders, this book goes beyond
proof-texting to present an integrated, values-based
paradigm for leadership coaching. Part II uses a handson, interactive approach to show you how to coach.
Utilizing the seven key elements of effective coaching
as a framework, each facet of the coaching relationship
is explained in detail. Then follow-up Master Class
sections help you internalize the key concepts and try

The 48 Laws of Power in Practice Jon Waterlow 2017-03-20
Robert Greene’s The 48 Laws of Power has shaken up the
lives of millions. It’s wielded by successful business
executives, leading actors and musicians, and even by
criminal kingpins. But how can you apply its lessons to
your life? Perhaps you want to become a modern
Machiavelli. Perhaps you want to escape the daily grind
and realise your true potential and your dreams. Or
maybe you’re just tired of finding yourself the victim
of other people’s games. But with 48 Laws to choose from
and a strong possibility that any one of them might seem
like a radical overhaul of your habits and thought
processes, it can seem overwhelming or impossible to put
the Laws into practice. Help is at hand. Drawing on our
major podcast series, Exploring The 48 Laws of Power,
this book provides all you need to put the Laws into
practice and make lasting changes to your life. We
reveal the 3 Most Powerful Laws (the ones you should
start with, and on which all the others build) and the 4
Indispensable Power Principles (the specific rules of
thumb and social ‘hacks’ which explain how the Laws
really work in the world today). Armed with this
knowledge, The 48 Laws of Power won’t be a cool book you
glanced through and then shelved. It will change your
life.
ME ME ME Charlotte Crosby 2015-07-16 Charlotte Crosby
has been one of the UK's best-loved TV stars since she
burst onto the celeb scene in 2011 with Geordie Shore.
Laugh-out-loud hilarious, genuine, and a proper Geordie,
Charlotte's popularity has even seen her crowned winner
of 2013's Celebrity Big Brother. With her trademark
humour and warmth, in ME ME ME Charlotte takes us on a
very unique journey through her eventful teenage years
(where literally nothing is off limits!), her attempts
at holding down jobs (and booze), the life-changing
experience of Geordie Shore, the truth about Gaz and his
parsnip, and her inspiring weight-loss triumph. Full of
drawings, doodles, and Charlotte's personal photos, this
will be unlike any other celebrity autobiography on the
market. Extremely personal, insanely honest and pantwettingly funny.
Safe People Workbook Henry Cloud 1995-05-20 This
workbook applies of lessons of the authors' book on
finding healthy relationships that help people grow.
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Applied Intermediate Macroeconomics Kevin D. Hoover
2011-11-14 A complete course in applied macroeconomics
at the intermediate level that emphasizes the
application of economic theory to real-world data and
policy.
First in Line Kate Andersen Brower 2018-06-05 “An
intimate, compulsively readable account of the dynamics
that have shaped—and sometimes destroyed—relations at
the top of the American political hierarchy.... [and] a
valuable addition to the literature of the modern
presidency.” — Wall Street Journal From the author of
the New York Times bestsellers First Women and The
Residence, an intimate, news-making look at the men who
are next in line to the most powerful office in the
world—the vice presidents of the modern era—from Richard
Nixon to Joe Biden to Mike Pence. Vice presidents occupy
a unique and important position, living partway in the
spotlight and part in the wings. Of the forty-eight vice
presidents who have served the United States, fourteen
have become president; eight of these have risen to the
Oval Office because of a president’s death or
assassination, and one became president after his boss’s
resignation. John Nance Garner, FDR’s first vice
president, famously said the vice presidency is "not
worth a bucket of warm piss" (later cleaned up to "warm
spit"). But things have changed dramatically in recent
years. In interviews with more than two hundred people,
including former vice presidents, their family members,
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them out in real life. Leadership coaching is a great
introduction to a powerful way of helping others grow.
ESD Steven H. Voldman 2015-01-05 A comprehensive and indepth review of analog circuitlayout, schematic
architecture, device, power network and ESDdesign This
book will provide a balanced overview of analog
circuitdesign layout, analog circuit schematic
development,architecture of chips, and ESD design. It
will start atan introductory level and will bring the
reader right up to thestate-of-the-art. Two critical
design aspects for analog and powerintegrated circuits
are combined. The first design aspect coversanalog
circuit design techniques to achieve the desired
circuitperformance. The second and main aspect presents
the additionalchallenges associated with the design of
adequate and effective ESDprotection elements and
schemes. A comprehensive list of practicalapplication
examples is used to demonstrate the
successfulcombination of both techniques and any
potential designtrade-offs. Chapter One looks at analog
design discipline, including layoutand analog matching
and analog layout design practices. Chapter Twodiscusses
analog design with circuits, examining: singletransistor
amplifiers; multi-transistor amplifiers; active loadsand
more. The third chapter covers analog design layout
(alsoMOSFET layout), before Chapters Four and Five
discuss analog designsynthesis. The next chapters
introduce the reader to analog-digitalmixed signal
design synthesis, analog signal pin ESD networks,
andanalog ESD power clamps. Chapter Nine, the last
chapter, covers ESDdesign in analog applications.
Clearly describes analog design fundamentals
(circuitfundamentals) as well as outlining the various
ESDimplications Covers a large breadth of subjects and
technologies, such asCMOS, LDMOS, BCD, SOI, and thick
body SOI Establishes an “ESD analog design” discipline
thatdistinguishes itself from the alternative ESD
digital designfocus Focuses on circuit and circuit
design applications Assessible, with the artwork and
tutorial style of the ESD bookseries PowerPoint slides
are available for university facultymembers Even in the
world of digital circuits, analog and power circuitsare
two very important but under-addressed topics,
especially fromthe ESD aspect. Dr. Voldman’s new book
will serve as anessential and practical guide to the
greater IC community. Withhigh practical and academic
values this book is a“bible” for professionals, graduate
students, deviceand circuit designers for investigating
the physics of ESD and forproduct designs and testing.
Buried Alive Myra Friedman 2011-04-27 Electrifying,
highly acclaimed, and intensely personal, this new and
updated version of Myra Friedman's classic biography of
Janis Joplin teems with dramatic insights into Joplin's
genius and into the chaotic times that catapulted her to
fame as the legendary queen of rock. It is a stunning
panorama of the turbulent decade when Joplin's was the
rallying voice of a generation that lost itself in her
music and found itself in her words. From her small
hometown of Port Arthur, Texas, to San Francisco's
Haight-Ashbury, from the intimate coffeehouses to the
supercharged concert halls, from the glitter of
worldwide fame to her tragic end in a Hollywood hotel,
here is all the fire and anguish of an immortal,
immensely talented, and troubled performer who devoured
everything the rock scene had to offer in a fatal
attempt to make peace with herself and her era. Yet, in
an eloquent introduction recently written by the author,
Joplin emerges from her "ugly duckling" childhood as a
woman truly ahead of her time, an outrageous rebel, a
defiant outcast and artist of incomparable authenticity
who, almost in spite of herself, became to so many a
symbol of triumph over adversity. This edition also
contains an afterword detailing the whereabouts of a
large and colorful cast of characters who were part of
Joplin's life, as well as "We Remember Janis," a new
chapter of poignant and affectionate anecdotes told by
friends.
The Book of Ice Paul D. Miller 2011 Antarctica, the only
uninhabited continent, belongs to no single country and
has no government. While certain countries lay claim to
portions of the landmass, it is the only solid land on
the planet with no unified national affiliation. Drawing
on the continent's rich history of inspiring exploration
and artistic endeavors, Paul D. Miller a.k.a. DJ Spooky
has put together his own multimedia, multidisciplinary
study of Antactica. Book of Ice is one aspect of this
ongoing project. In light of climate change and tireless
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human enterprise to be present everywhere on the planet,
Miller uses Antarctica as a point on entry for
contemplating humanity's relationship with the natural
world. Using photographs and film stills from his
journey to the bottom of the world, along with original
artworks and re-appropriated archival materials, Miller
ponders how Antarctica could liberate itself from the
rest of the world. Part fictional manifesto, part
history and part science book, Book of Ice furthers
Miller's reputation as an innovative artist capable of
making the old look new. The Book of Ice contains an
introduction by celebrated physicist Brian Greene,
author of the bestselling Fabric of the Cosmos. "This is
not cool, this is freezing. I still have frostbite." -Stefan Sagmeister "A rare mind encounters a rare place-this is an entirely new take on the bottom of the world,
very cool (but getting warmer)." --Bill McKibben,
American environmentalist, journalist, and author
"Antarctica is full of wonder. Paul D Miller has visited
and returned with treasure. You hold in your hand
interviews, photographs, histories, architectural plans,
propaganda, sheet music, hyperlinks and a manifesto
demanding that you never set foot there. This is work as
unbounded and untameable as the continent itself. Read
it and feel dislocated in the best possible way." --Raj
Patel, author of The Value of Nothing
The Merchant Shipping Ordinance 1952 Malaysia 1996
Paramedic Field Guide Bob Elling 2007-08 This convenient
field guide contains all the information that paramedics
need at their fingertips in the field-assessment
checklists, anatomic illustrations, vital sign ranges,
airway management, medication indications and
administration, arrhythmias, and other basic information
in the form of tables and charts for quick reference.
The full-color, spiral-bound guide is divided into
sections that follow the U.S. DOT EMT-Paramedic National
Standard Curriculum; sections are divided by color-coded
tabs to allow rapid retrieval of information when
paramedics need it most.
Linux Operations and Administration Alfred Basta
2012-07-23 LINUX OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION
introduces readers to Linux operations and system
administration through a unified installation, using
virtual machines. This text is more effective than those
that take a professional approach because it eliminates
confusion from working with differing hardware
configurations, while allowing users to test
interoperability between Linux and Windows. Detailed,
yet reader-friendly, Linux Operations and Administration
makes it easy to learn Linux and practice it with
helpful in-text features like learning objectives and
key terms, as well as items for self assessment such as
review questions, hands-on activities, and case
projects. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
The Elements of Spellcrafting Jason Miller 2018-02-19
"In The Elements of Spellcrafting, Jason Miller shares
his knowledge, experience, and insights with us and he
does it with grace, good humour, and practical common
sense. This book will be of interest to anyone
interested in the magical arts or wishing to become a
better spellcaster."—Judika Illes, author of The Element
Encyclopedia of 5000 Spells There is no shortage of
spells out there. Some books highlight thousands of
spells, but do any of them actually work? And how well
do they work? I don't mean just getting a result--I mean
getting a result that matters, a result that will impact
your life or the lives of those you work for. The
Elements of Spellcrafting provides the most effective
and efficient ways to get things done with magic. The
Elements of Spellcrafting identifies and explains 21
keys to successful sorcery--a best practices of sorcery-in three sections: Principals and strategies for how
best to apply magic before you begin. Methods and
tactics that will ensure a positive outcome. How to take
spells to the next level--building a life of spiritual
accomplishment and material success beyond the basics.
If you have ever cast a spell that didn't work, The
Elements of Spellcrafting will help you figure out why.
If you regularly cast spells that seem to work but you
still wind up in the same circumstances, this book will
definitely help you chart a new course for victorious
spellcrafting.
Automotive Sensors John Turner 2009 This book will help
engineers, technicians, and designers to better
understand a wide range of sensors, from those based on
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piezoelectric phenomena through those for thermal and
flow measurement to the directional sensors that can
inform the driver of his orientation on the road. Author
John Turner, concludes his book with future trends in
use of telematic sensing systems for traffic control and
traffic automation.
Nootropics Scorpio Digital Press 2019-09-22 What exactly
are nootropics? Nootropics are generally called "smart
drugs" because they improve brainpower. but, more than
80 unique substances can fall under this broad category
and they are wildly distinctive and generally useless.
They include Adderall for ADHD, psychedelics, and even
coffee. Do nootropics actually work? Choosing one as a
complement is a muddy picture, however some nootropics
DO work. most "smart pills" are stimulants -- shortacting chemicals that give you a boost in focus and
attention for some hours. The nootropics that we have
good evidence for, such as Adderall and Modafinil
(sometimes used to help humans recover from a coma), are
prescribed drugs. The "smart drugs" that aren't
prescription-based or illegal have little or no proof
suggesting they work. The substance must... Help the
brain function under disruptive conditions, such as
hypoxia (low oxygen) and electroconvulsive shock.
Protect the brain from chemical and physical assaults,
such as anti-cholinergic drugs and barbiturates.
Increase the efficacy of neuronal firing control
mechanisms in cortical and sub-cortical regions of the
brain. Possess few or no side effects and be virtually
non-toxic. Enhance memory and ability to learn. Research
indicates getting omega-3s from fish is better than
simply taking drugs, but if fish is simply too tough to
get, put together, or eat, then the drugs are an awesome
2d alternative. Omega-3s are the real "smart drugs" in
that you could not sense the results the day you consume
them, however you may be in much better cognitive shape
a few years from now than in case you had never added
them in your diet. If you're interested in increasing
your Brain Power and Memory capacity . Scroll back up
and buy now!
Javatrekker Dean Cycon 2007-10-17 In each cup of coffee
we drink the major issues of the twenty-first centuryglobalization, immigration, women's rights, pollution,
indigenous rights, and self-determination-are played out
in villages and remote areas around the world. In
Javatrekker: Dispatches from the World of Fair Trade
Coffee, a unique hybrid of Fair Trade business,
adventure travel, and cultural anthropology, author Dean
Cycon brings readers face-to-face with the real people
who make our morning coffee ritual possible. Second only
to oil in terms of its value, the coffee trade is
complex with several levels of middlemen removing the 28
million growers in fifty distant countries far from you
and your morning cup. And, according to Cycon, 99
percent of the people involved in the coffee economy
have never been to a coffee village. They let
advertising and images from the major coffee companies
create their worldview. Cycon changes that in this
compelling book, taking the reader on a tour of ten
countries in nine chapters through his passionate eye
and unique perspective. Cycon, who is himself an
amalgam-equal parts entrepreneur, activist, and
mischievous explorer-has traveled extensively throughout
the world's tropical coffeelands, and shows readers
places and people that few if any outsiders have ever
seen. Along the way, readers come to realize the promise
and hope offered by sustainable business principles and
the products derived from cooperation, fair pricing, and
profit sharing. Cycon introduces us to the Mamos of
Colombia-holy men who believe they are literally holding
the world together-despite the severe effects of climate
change caused by us, their "younger brothers." He takes
us on a trip through an ancient forest in Ethiopia where
many believe that coffee was first discovered 1,500
years ago by the goatherd Kaldi and his animals. And
readers learn of Mexico's infamous Death Train, which
transported countless immigrants from Central America
northward to the U.S. border, but took a horrifying toll
in lost lives and limbs. Rich with stories of people,
landscapes, and customs, Javatrekker offers a deep
appreciation and understanding of the global trade and
culture of coffee. In each cup of coffee we drink the
major issues of the twenty-first century-globalization,
immigration, women's rights, pollution, indigenous
rights, and self-determination-are played out in
villages and remote areas around the world. What is Fair
Trade Coffee? Coffee prices paid to the farmer are based
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on the international commodity price for coffee (the "C"
price) and the quality premium each farmer negotiates.
Fair Trade provides an internationally determined
minimum floor price when the C plus premium sinks below
$1.26 per pound for conventional and $1.41 for organics
(that's us!). As important as price, Fair Trade works
with small farmers to create democratic cooperatives
that insure fair dealing, accountability and
transparency in trade transactions. In an industry where
the farmer is traditionally ripped off by a host of
middlemen, this is tremendously important. Cooperatives
are examined by the Fairtrade Labeling Organization
(FLO), or the International Fair Trade Association
(IFAT), European NGOs, for democratic process and
transparency. Those that pass are listed on the FLO
Registry or become IFAT members. Cooperatives provide
important resources and organization to small farmers in
the form of technical assistance for crop and harvest
improvement, efficiencies in processing and shipping,
strength in negotiation and an array of needed social
services, such as health care and credit. Fair Trade
also requires pre-financing of up to sixty percent of
the value of the contract, if the farmers ask for it.
Several groups, such as Ecologic and Green Development
Fund have created funds for pre-finance lending.
Hoodoo Justice Magic Miss Aida 2021-11-01 Hoodoo
spellwork and rituals for self-protection and how to get
“payback” when you’re wronged. Features 129 spells, 32
recipes, and numerous rituals. Historically, Hoodoo was
the magic of the disenfranchised, marginalized, and
vulnerable. It was born of the need to obtain justice,
power, and protection, as these were not typically
naturally forthcoming. The ancestors and earliest
practitioners of Hoodoo were enslaved African Americans,
followed by their descendants and neighbors. How does
one obtain justice if the system is inherently skewed
against you? Hoodoo has developed a vast arsenal of
justice and payback spells—spells intended to create a
balance of power, punish victimizers, and protect
victims from further victimization. It also empowers the
victimized, so that they are able to rise above their
situations, restore self-esteem, and create better,
happier lives for themselves. The spells vary from mild
to aggressive, depending on the personal level of
justification. Hoodoo Justice Magic contains a diverse
collection of these spells, as well as an exploration of
their ethics. (Are you really justified? And what
happens if you’re not?) Featuring 129 spells, 32
recipes, and numerous rituals, there are also 27 prayers
for people who fear actually performing spellwork. The
spells incorporate common household articles, such as
salt and spices, as well as candles, tarot cards, and
recitation of Psalms. Learn how to protect yourself and
avoid trouble by recognizing the signs indicating
predatory behavior. (Although several spells incorporate
specific tarot cards, no previous knowledge or
experience of them is required, as they are used as
materials or objects that radiate magic power.)
Money Spells Skye Alexander 2021-07-13 You deserve
abundance in your life—and Money Spells can help you
manifest it. Whether you’re looking to reframe how you
think about money, increase your salary, pay bills, or
earn some extra money on the side, magick gives you the
power to manifest those goals and create change in your
life. With a section introducing basic spellcasting
techniques, and easy-to-follow step-by-step
instructions, this collection of 45 spells for wealth
and prosperity has everything you need to get started
creating more value in your life. Spells include: -Use a
Crystal to Invite Abundance -Spark Creative Ideas to
Sell -Earn a Raise -Say Goodbye to Debt -Carry a Money
Talisman -Manifest Special Indulgences -And more!
Leica Camera Repair Handbook Thomas Tomosy 1999 With
great detail this book outlines all of the techniques
needed to repair and restore Leica cameras, lenses, and
accessories?including light meters, winders/motors,
viewfinders, and flash units. Each model of equipment is
discussed individually with step-by-step illustrated
instructions. Readers will not only learn how to
disassemble and repair equipment, but also how to
troubleshoot and make cosmetic restorations. A glossary
of technical terms and an abstract containing the basic
fundamentals of camera repair are also included.
Finishing Strong Steve Farrar 2011-02-02 Bestselling
author Steve Farrar has good news for the average man:
it doesn't matter if you've had a great start in the
Christian life, or a rough one. It doesn't matter if
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you've stumbled time and again, or even fallen flat on
your face. What matters most in this all-important race
of life is how you finish. According to Farrar, the man
who hangs in there for the long haul with his wife, his
kids, and his Lord is an exception these days. Finishing
Strong, now in trade paperback, offers lively use of
Scripture, contemporary illustrations, and study
questions to equip every reader to be that exception.
For the man who wants to climb the character ladder more
than the corporate one, this is an essential tool.
Like a Splinter in Your Mind Matt Lawrence 2004-07-16
Like a Splinter in Your Mind leads readers through the
myriad of philosophical themes within the Matrix
trilogy, helping them to gain a better understanding of
the films and of philosophy itself. Offers a way into
philosophy through the Matrix films. Covers thirteen of
the biggest philosophical questions in thirteen selfsufficient chapters suitable for course use.
Demonstrates how each of these questions is illustrated
through the events and characters of the films.
Considers whether sentient machines are possible, and
whether we should expect them to face the same
existentialist issues that we do. Familiarises readers
with key issues in metaphysics, epistemology, ethics,
philosophy of mind, race and gender, existentialism,
Taoism and mysticism. Includes a chapter that explains
some of the technical elements of the films and
confusing aspects of the plot. Also includes a Matrix
glossary, and a cast of characters and their related
symbolism.
Life-Changing Bible Verses You Should Know Erwin W.
Lutzer 2011-08-01 After Erwin Lutzer, senior pastor of
the Moody Church, and his wife, Rebecca, realized that
memorizing Scripture has nearly become a lost pursuit
today, they decided to create this practical, relevant
resource filled with powerful verses and insightful
explanations to help stimulate a spiritual hunger in
readers’ own lives. With more than 35 topics and
questions for reflection and further study, readers will
discover how God’s Word will: sustain them in times of
need comfort them in seasons of sorrow strengthen their
hearts in times and areas of weakness direct their steps
and decisions toward God’s will These handpicked verses
provide a foundation of wisdom and hope to show readers
who God is and what He has done for them, as well as who
they are and how they can successfully live the
Christian life.
Modern Political Theory Shanti Prasad Varma 1982
Life Lessons for Mastering the Law of Attraction Jack
Canfield 2013-02-05 Life Lessons for Mastering the Law
of Attraction teaches you what you need to know about
living the Law of Attraction and how to create your own
personal success through its concepts.
Agatha H. and the Airship City Kaja Foglio 2011-01-02
The Industrial Revolution has escalated into all-out
warfare. It has been eighteen years since the Heterodyne
Boys, benevolent adventurers and inventors, disappeared
under mysterious circumstances. Today, Europe is ruled
by the Sparks, dynasties of mad scientists ruling over —
and terrorizing — the hapless population with their
bizarre inventions and unchecked power, while the
downtrodden dream of the Hetrodynes' return. At
Transylvania Polygnostic University, a pretty, young
student named Agatha Clay seems to have nothing but bad
luck. Incapable of building anything that actually
works, but dedicated to her studies, Agatha seems
destined for a lackluster career as a minor lab
assistant. But when the University is overthrown by the
ruthless tyrant Baron Klaus Wulfenbach, Agatha finds
herself a prisoner aboard his massive airship Castle
Wulfenbach — and it begins to look like she might carry
a spark of Mad Science after all. Skyhorse Publishing,
under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to
publish a broad range of titles for readers interested
in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF,
alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy
(grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban
fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural),
and much more. While not every title we publish becomes
a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a
Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to
publishing quality books from a diverse group of
authors.
Play with Your Food Joost Elffers 2002-09-01 Readers are
given permission to take nature's healthiest foods and
make them into quirky animals and people, unlocking
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their imaginations to see the world in a whole new
light. Full color.
Latino Americans Ray Suarez 2013 EL LIBRO COMPLEMENTARIO
DE LA CONOCIDA SERIE DOCUMENTAL DE PBS Latino americanos
relata la rica y variada historia de los Latinos que han
contribuido a darle forma a nuestra nación, y quienes se
han convertido --con más de 50 millones de personas-- en
la minoría más numerosa de los Estados Unidos. Este
complemento de la conocida miniserie de PBS relata, de
manera vívida y franca, cómo la historia de los
lationamericanos es la historia de nuestro país. El
aclamado periodista y autor Ray Suarez explora las vidas
de hombres y mujeres latinoamericanos en un periodo de
quinientos años, e incluye una gama épica de
experiencias que abarca desde los primeros asentamientos
europeos al Destino Manifiesto; del Salvaje Oeste a la
Guerra Fría; de la Gran Depresión a la globalización; de
la Guerra Hispano-Estadounidense al movimiento de los
derechos civiles. Latino americanos comparte las luchas
personales y los éxitos de inmigrantes, poetas, soldados
y muchos otros: individuos que han causado un impacto en
la historia y aquellos cuyas extraordinarias vidas
iluminan la época en que vivieron, así como el legado de
estos sensacionales estadounidenses.
Root and Ritual Becca Piastrelli 2021-11-16 A
beautifully illustrated guide for connecting with the
earth, your ancestors, and your communities as you come
home to your whole self Despite our best efforts, our
modern world leaves so many of us feeling isolated,
unworthy, and alone. We’re unrooted from the land,
untethered from our lineages, disconnected from our
communities, and separated from our deepest sense of
self. In Root and Ritual, Becca Piastrelli offers a
pathway back to connection and wholeness through
rituals, recipes, and ancestral wisdom. “Though we live
in a radically different-looking world, the needs of our
bodies and spirits are the same as the ancestors we came
from.” Divided into four parts—Land, Lineage, Community,
and Self—this book takes you on a journey for engaging
more deeply with your life: Part 1 introduces practices
for reconnecting with the land, including seasonal
recipes, crafting with plants, and tending your home In
Part 2, you’ll learn to reclaim the gifts of your
lineage as you understand past harms and explore the
traditional folklore, foods, and arts of those who came
before Part 3 centers around community, helping you
cultivate sisterhood and celebrate meaningful rites of
passage In Part 4, you’ll return to yourself as you open
your intuition, tune in to your body, and awaken the
wild woman within A rich and dynamic treasure chest of
timeless teachings, Root and Ritual is a beautiful guide
for knowing who you are—and that you belong here.
How Are You Peeling? (Scholastic Bookshelf) Joost
Elffers 2016-03-29 Let Scholastic Bookshelf be your
guide through the whole range of your child's
experiences-laugh with them, learn with them, read with
them! Eight classic, best-selling titles are available
now!Category: Feelings"Amused? Confused? Frustrated?
Surprised? Try these feelings on for size."This is a
book that asks all the right questions. And leaves you
feeling great no matter what the answers are!"Who'd have
dreamed that produce could be so expressive, so
charming, so lively and so funny?...Freymann
and...Elffers have created sweet and feisty little
beings with feelings, passions, fears and an emotional
range that is, well, organic."-The New York Times Book
Review
Learning Apache Kafka Second Edition Nishant Garg
2015-02-26 This book is for readers who want to know
more about Apache Kafka at a hands-on level; the key
audience is those with software development experience
but no prior exposure to Apache Kafka or similar
technologies. It is also useful for enterprise
application developers and big data enthusiasts who have
worked with other publisher-subscriber-based systems and
want to explore Apache Kafka as a futuristic solution.
The Witch at the Forest's Edge Christine Grace
2021-11-10 An in-depth course of study in the modern
practice of traditional witchcraft. I stand in the
meadow, at the forest’s edge. One step forward and I
will straddle the boundary between fading light in the
swaying grass and rich darkness in the woods. One more
step and I will be immersed in the nighttime world of
southern, hardwood forest. My home lay behind me, the
wild magic ahead. I am the witch at the forest’s edge.
This book is an invitation to animists, ancestor
worshipers, magic seekers, and the wild at heart. It
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systematically explores the foundational aspects of
modern traditional witchcraft. The book is structured
into 13 core chapters or classes that cover all
essential skill sets for any modern, traditional witch
in a practical, caring way. Each chapter offers
suggested activities and/or reflections for journaling
and a reading list for further exploration. Advanced
skills such a hedge riding and ritual possession are
taught in a structured, explicit way that makes them
accessible to a wider audience. Written from an
animistic perspective and without pushing any specific
deities, the book offers a thorough practical and
theoretical framework for considering each witch’s
personal theology and practice. Without pushing one
cultural context, The Witch at the Forest’s Edge offers
the means to reflect on the multiple cultures that
inform the practices of modern witches, encouraging the
reader to think deeply and undergird modern practices
with ancestral knowledge.
Images of the Past Theron Douglas Price 1997 This well
illustrated, full-color, site-by-site survey of
prehistory captures the popular interest, excitement,
and visual splendor of archaeology as it provides
insight into the research, interpretations, and
theoretical themes in the field. The new edition
maintains the authors' innovative solutions to two
central problems of the course: first, the text
continues to focus on about 80 sites, giving students
less encyclopedic detail but essential coverage of the
discoveries that have produced the major insights into
prehistory; second, it continues to be organized into
essays on sites and concepts, allowing professors
complete flexibility in organizing their courses..
The Vikings Robert Ferguson 2010-09-28 A comprehensive
and thrilling history of the Vikings for fans of the
History Channel series, soon to return for its fifth
season From Harald Bluetooth to Cnut the Great, the
feared seamen and plunderers of the Viking Age ruled
Norway, Sweden, and Denmark but roamed as far as
Byzantium, Greenland, and America. Raiders and traders,
settlers and craftsmen, the medieval Scandinavians who
have become familiar to history as Vikings never lose
their capacity to fascinate, from their ingeniously
designed longboats to their stormy pantheon of Viking
gods and goddesses, ruled by Odin in Valhalla. Robert
Ferguson is a sure guide across what he calls "the
treacherous marches which divide legend from fact in
Viking Age history." His long familiarity with the
literary culture of Scandinavia with its skaldic poetry
is combined with the latest archaeological discoveries
to reveal a sweeping picture of the Norsemen, one of
history's most amazing civilizations. Impeccably
researched and filled with compelling accounts and
analyses of legendary Viking warriors and Norse
mythology, The Vikings is an indispensable guide to
medieval Scandinavia and is a wonderful companion to the
History Channel series. "Integrating archaeological,
genetic, linguistic, and literary information, Ferguson
realizes a Viking history bound to satisfy." -Booklist
Essential Astrology Amy Herring 2016-03-08 Your natal
chart is a tool to help you build the life you want.
It's a map to consult when you are feeling lost or when
you want to explore the deepest parts of your true self.
Join expert astrologer Amy Herring as she shares simple,
step-by-step instructions to reading your natal chart in
a way that provides profound insight into your inner
workings. Essential Astrology reveals the meanings of
the signs, planets, houses, and aspects, showing you the
vital details of interpreting natal charts with skill
and ease. Astrology is a symbolic language for the heart
and soul. With this book, you will discover how to apply
the deepest layers of astrological wisdom to questions
about relationships, careers, and everything that's most
important in your life. Praise: "I cannot think of a
better gift to offer any astrological beginner than Amy
Herring's Essential Astrology. Her approach is modern in
that it is oriented to psycho-spiritual development and
to making wise and responsible choices in life...In
short, she writes without ego, helpfully, with the needs
of the reader always in focus."—Steven Forrest, author
of The Inner Sky "Amy Herring's Essential Astrology is
clear, comprehensive, yet rich in detail and easy to
understand. It will awaken the beginner and inspire the
expert. A joy to read."—Virginia Bell, astrology writer
for The Huffington Post
Bohemian Magick Veronica Varlow 2021-11-02 “The
remarkable Veronica Varlow seizes life with both hands
chunghop-rm-88e-manual

and bends it to her will. Learn from her.” —Neil Gaiman
In Bohemian Magick, Veronica Varlow, the last daughter
in a line of Bohemian witches, weaves together
witchcraft knowledge and ancient secret spells with an
exotic rock-and-roll magick style that has earned her a
devoted following worldwide. This beguiling grimoirestyle guide is filled with potent, never-before-revealed
spells, hand-written rituals, magick ephemera, handdrawn sigils, potions, charms, and rhyming incantations
that will call your power back to you and electrify your
life! With more than 150 illustrations—drawings,
photography, and vintage art—and text written in her own
hand, this sumptuous companion is brimming with spells
for everlasting confidence, radiant self-love, healing,
manifesting your dreams, and love with a desired
partner. Veronica calls upon the ancient and hidden
Czech-Romani magic passed down to from her grandmother
Helen’s lineage and infuses it with her own signature
sorcery to help you awaken and amplify your truest self.
Each spell that you cast, each potion that you brew, and
each chant you speak into the universe will rouse the
most powerful part of your being! In Part I, The School
of Spectaculus, Veronica reveals, step by step, her
personally crafted steps to spellcasting with power. She
shares her secrets regarding writing and preparing for
spells, calling on ancestors to give your spells oomph,
and writing your own badass spells. She also provides
information on when to cast spells and other basics that
you need to know to perform the mind-blowing rituals she
introduces in Part II. In Part II, Initiations, she
introduces you to the hidden magick of Bohemia. She
leads you on five initiations, each focused on specific
themes including self-love, sizzling confidence,
healing, juicy mojo, and love. Each initiation begins
with an experiential journey of discovery, a story in
which you are the protagonist, whether following a trail
of candles through a dark wood to a river filled with
tiny message-filled paper boats or venturing into a
tarot parlor on a hot, sultry night to meet a Witch who
has come back from the Afterlife to help you find true
love. And, of course, each initiation includes spells
with a rock and roll vibe, such as: Hello, I Love You:
Use mirror magick to boost your confidence and
magnetism. Return to Sender: Create a magick candle and
burn it upside down to protect you and send bad vibes
back to where they came from. Search and Destroy:
Literally pulverize the false stories you tell yourself
by writing them on china plates and smash those
poisonous words to bits with a hammer! Bohemian
Rhapsody: A secret knot-tying spell to do with a partner
to increase passion and intimacy For each badass
bewitching enchantment, Veronica explains its
importance, the purpose of practice, and the necessary
tools and preparation you’ll need to cast it correctly.
With Bohemian Magick, you’ll discover your adventurous
side and your own unique magick. Get ready to rise up,
call your power back to you, realize your purpose, and
make your life story truly legendary!
Language: The Basics R.L. Trask 2003-09-02 What makes
human language unique? Do women speak differently from
men? Just what is the meaning of "meaning"? Language:
The Basics provides a concise introduction to the study
of language. Written in an engaging and entertaining
style, it encourages the reader to think about the way
language works. It features: * chapters on 'Language in
Use', 'Attitudes to Language', 'Children and Language'
and 'Language, Mind and Brain' * a section on sign
language * a glossary of key terms * handy annotated
guides to further reading. Providing an accessible
overview of a fascinating subject, this is an essential
book for all students and anyone who's ever been accused
of splitting an infinitive.
Law: A Very Short Introduction Raymond Wacks 2008-03-27
Law underlies our society - it protects our rights,
imposes duties on each of us, and establishes a
framework for the conduct of almost every social,
political, and economic activity. The punishment of
crime, compensation of the injured, and the enforcement
of contracts are merely some of the tasks of a modern
legal system. It also strives to achieve justice,
promote freedom, and protect our security. The result is
a system that, while it touches all of our daily lives,
is properly understood by only a few, with its
impenetrable jargon, obsolete procedures, and
interminable stream of Byzantine statutes and judgments
of the courts. This clear, jargon-free Very Short
Introduction aims to redress that balance, as it
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introduces the essentials of law and legal systems in a
lively, accessible, and stimulating manner. Explaining
the main concepts, terms, and processes of the legal
system, it focuses on the Western tradition (the common
law and the civil law), but also includes discussions of
other legal systems, such as customary law and Islamic
law. And it looks to the future too, as globalization
and rapid advances in technology place increasing strain
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on our current legal system. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very
Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors
combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics
highly readable.
Logotypes of the World Yasaburo Kuwayama 1988
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